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'This House belieues that
corp orate sust ainability rep ortirg

should be mandated,

and standardised
by FASB and IASB,

fo, it to be most useful

fo, investors.'

Richard Barker and Robert G. Eccles

SaId Business School, University of Oxford

The goal of this 'Green Paper'1 is to contribute, in a neutral way, to a conversation that has

been going on for some time amongst a variety of actors, concerning whether mandatory
reporting standards are a prerequisite for effective 'sustalnability' or'nonfinancial' corporate
reporting. Specifically, we ask whether the existing standard-setting regime for financial
reporting - that of the US Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) and the lnternational
Accounting Standards Board (IASB) - should be extended to include setting standards for
nonfinancial information. Our work was informed by interviews we did with 50 experts in
this field (listed in the Appendix). We are grateful to them for taking the time to share their
views with us.

This paper is the background reading for a debate on 1i December 2018 at the Oxford Union.
This debate, on the motion that headlines this paper, will be on the public record. Based
upon what we learn at the debate, and from feedback on the paper, we will produce a 'White
Paper' in which we will give our own view on how best to ensure that the capital markets 1.=-
have the nonfinancial information they need to function properly.

'1 The Oxford English Dictionary definition of a Green Paper is '(in the UK) a preliminary report of government proposals
published to stimulate discussion, from which statements of policy and proposals for legislative change emerge in the form of a
White PaperJ
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Institutional context
What are the current 'rules of the game' for corporate reporting, and who decides? ln

this section, we describe the tnstitutional landscape for corporate reporting, starting with
financial accounting and then extending to nonfinancial information. ln brief summary of this

sectton, Table 1 provrdes some descriptive data for the ins;trtutions that we review.

Name CDSB trASB

Founded 2OO7 1973

IASB IIHC SASB TCFD
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Budget ($ 0.5
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2017 GRI
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2017 IFRS
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*TCFD ls less formally an 'rnstitution'than the other organisations listed in this table

Financial acco!.xnting $taffi dare{ settin g

It is usef ul to put our research questron in historical perspective. Today we take for granted

that companies (both public and private) have to conform to accounting standards, that
listed companies have to report in a well-defined way according to those slandards, that the
reported numbers are rigorously audited, and that the firnrs doing those audils are r:gorously
assessed themselves for the quality of their work. These are all social constructs that are
part of the 'plumbing' which has produced deep and liquirJ capital markets and that has

contributed to substantial wealth creation all over the world.

It wasn't always so. ln the United States, accounting standards, financial reporting

requirements and associated audits only came into existernce with the formation of the
Securities and Exchange Commisslon (SEC) in 1934.The SEC itself was born as a result of
the stock market crash of 29 October 1929 and the Great Depression which followed, and

it assumed a mission 'to protect investors, maintain fair, orderly, and efficient markets, and
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facilitate capital formation.'30 Central to this mission is the role of transparency, explicitly
within a capital markets context:

The laws and rules that govern the securities industry in the United States derive
from a simple and straightforward concept: all investors, whether large institutions
or private individuals, should have access to certain basic facts about an investment
prior to buying it, and so long as they hold it. To achieve this, the SEC requires public
companies to disclose meaningfulfinancial and other information to the public.

This provides a cammon pool of knowledge for all investors to use to judge for
themselves whether to buy, sell, or hold a particular security. Only through the steady
flow of timely, comprehensive, and accurate information can people make sound
i nve stme nt d ec i s i on s.3 1

The Securities Act of 1933 requires companies to make regular financial disclosures and
the SEC was given authority to monitor the quality of those disclosures. Prior to that, listed
companies reported financial information on a voluntary basis, and every accounting firm
had its own accounting standards and auditing procedures. For 40 years, the SEC delegated
accounting standard-setting to bodies established by the accounting profession. ln 1972, the
profession recommended that a separate organisation, the FinancialAccounting Foundation
(FAF), be established, through which the FASB came into being in 1973.

The FAF 'is the independent, private-sector, not-for-profit organisation, based in Norwalk,
Connecticut, responsible for the oversight, administration, financing, and appointment of the
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) and the Governmental Accounting Standards
Board (GASB):3'z The collective mission of these organisations is 'to establish and improve
financialaccounting and reporting standards to provide useful information to investors and other
users of financial reports and educate stakeholders on how to most effectively understand
and implement those standardsl33The FAF is governed by a board of trustees34 to whom the
FAF management team is responsible. The FAF is supported by three revenues streams: (1)

accounting support fees that finance FASB pursuant to Section 109 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act
of 2002 ($23.9 million in 2015), (2) accounting support fees that finance GASB pursuant to
Section 978 of the Dodd-FrankWall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 {$1.4

million in 2015), and (3) sales and licensing of copyrighted FASB and GASB materials ($175

million in gross revenues and $4.3 mrllion net of direct costs in 2015).35The accounting support
fees are paid by listed companies based on their average market capitalisation.36

ln turn, FASB'is the independent, private-sector, not-for-profit organisation... that establishes
financial accounting and reporting standards for public and private companies and not-for-
profit organisations that follow Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP).' The seven
FASB board members are full-time appointments made by the FAF and serve for a term of
five years, which can be extended to 10. FASB is supported byAdvisory Groups, which serve
as resources to the board members and staff, and which include the Financial Accounting

30 https://www.sec.gov/Article/whatwedo.html

31 tbid

32 http://www.accountingfoundation.org/isp/Foundation/Page/FAFSection Page&cid= 1 1761 57790151

33 http://ww 
^/.fasb.org/jsp/FASB/Page/SectionPage&cid= 

1 1761 54526495

34 http://www.accountingfoundation.org/jsp/Foundation/Page/FAF Landing Page&cid= 11 76164681018

35 http ://wwv/.accountingf oundation.org/a nn ua l_reports/201 5/f i nancia,s. hlml

36 http://www.accountingfoundation.org4sp/Foundation/Page/FAFSection Page&cid= 135'1027545591
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Standards Advisory Council (FASAC), the lnvestor Advisor,y Committee (lAC), the Not-for-Profit

Advisory Committee (NAC), and the Small Business Advisory Committee (SBAC).

ln the rest of the world, the dominant standard-setter is the lnternationalAccounting
Standards Board (IASB), which was originally established in 1973 as the lnternational
Accounting Standards Committee (IASC), with a mission to formulate and publish, in the
public interest, accounting standards to be observed in the presentation of audited accounts
and financral statements and to promole their worldwide acceptance.3T Until 2002, only a

few countries used IASC standards, and they did so mostly because they lacked their own
standard-setting infrastructure.'38This changed as the European Communrty developed
plans for harmonising its caprtal markets. The IASB was established on 1 April 200'1 and it
took over the work of the IASC. A critical milestone was reached when, on 19 July 2002, a
regulatron was passed bythe European Parliamentand the European Councrl of Ministers
requiring the adoption of IFRS (lnternational Financial Reporting Standards), with the result
that all EU listed companies were required to prepare their financial statements following
IFFS from 2005'3e.40 Such regulations subsequently came into force in all major jurisdictions

around the world, even including the option to use IFRS for companies listed on US stock
markets.

Analogous to FAF and FASB is the IFRS Foundation (Foundation) and IASB (the Board). The

Trustees of the IFRS Foundation are responsible for the governance and oversight of IASB.

Trustees are appointed for renewable three-year terms. They do not get involved rn technical
accounting issues, which are the province of IASB in rts capacity as the independent standard-
setting body of the Foundation.alThe Board is supported by the IFBS lnterpretations Committee,
which facilitates the application of IFRS Standards.42The Board, whose members are appointed
by theTrustees, comprises 'an independent group of expe"ts with an appropriate mix of recent
practical experience in settrng accounting standards, in preparing, auditing, or using financial
reports, and in accounling education. Broad geographicill diversity is also required.as There

are currently 14 f ull-time board members. Each serves a five-year term which is renewable for
three years and up to five for up to a totalof 10 years.

Like FASB, IASB has a variety of consultative groups including advisory bodies (Accounting

Standards Advisory Forum and IFBS Advisory Council) and standing consultative groups
(such as the Capital Markets Advisory Committee, the lFFiSTaxonomy Consultative Group

and theWorld Standard-setlers Conference), as well as acj hoc transition resource groups
(TRGs) for the implementation of new standards and project consultative groups for projects

in progress (which include the Management Commentary Consultative Group). aa

Whereas FAF is ultimately accountable to the SEC, theTrustees are ultimately accountable
to a Monitoring Board which was established in 2009, with responslbilities 'to ensure

3l htip://wv\/\ /.fasb.org/jsp/F-ASB/Page/SectionPage&cid=117615630426,1

38 tbid

39 hiips r/lw\ /w. icaew. corn/libra rylsu ble ct-gate\rays/accoLrnting-sta nda rosA,vorldwide-adop iion-of-if rs

40 Regulation (EC)No 1606/2002 of the European Parliament and of the Council of '19 July 2002 on the application of
internationa: accounting standards

41 htip:l/vr,^,\rw. if rs.org/a bo ut-us/ouFStruciu re/

42 http:l/wvrw. iirs.org/groups/if rs-interpreiatrons-conr nr itiee/

43 http://wr,^,,rv.ifrs.orglgroups/ nrernational-accounting-standards-board/

44 ht-.ps://wrryw. if rs. org/a bourus/consu ltatrve-bodtes/
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that theTrustees continue to discharge their duties as defined by the IFRS Foundation
Constitution, as well as approving the appointment or reappointment of Trustees. The
Monitoring Board meets theTrustees at least once a year, or more often if appropriateJ4s

The analogy between these two major accounting standard-setting organisations breaks
down here because the SEC is a regulator authorised by country legislation, which bestows
clear authority to FASB, while IASB has no drrect regulatory role in any of the jurisdictions

in which its standards are adopted. An implication is that, in contrast to FASB, various
regulatory and other bodies play an important role in the effective functioning of IASB,

for example the Ministry of Finance in China, and (in Europe) the Accounting Regulatory
Committee (ARC) and the European Financial Reporting Advisory Group (EFRAG).

Another big difference is how the organisations are funded. FASB, through FAI gets the
majority of its funding through accounting support fees from legislation. IASB, in contrast,
is primarily funded through contributions lf24 million in 2016) to the Foundation from
more than 150 organisations of varying types (e.9., companies, banks and other financial
institutions, ministries of finance. other governmental bodies, securities exchanges,

and professional accounting associations).a6The five largest contributors are the nine

international accounting firms (a total of f7,644,962 with the Big Four each contributing f2.5
million), the European Union (f3,805,945), Japan (f2,216,991). China (f2,088,090), and the
United Kingdom (f861,876).The other main source of revenue in 2016 was publications and

related activities (f6,139,000),The total of f30,597000 ($43,299,000) is about the same as

FAF's 2016 budget of $4'l ,900,000.

Since they are essentially two accounting standard-setting organisations, each with their
own set of standards, why not have just one? At one point in time there was hope for this.
On September 18, 2002, FASB and IASB announced the 'Norwalk Agreement' with the

aim of creating convergence between these two sets of accounting standards.4T Despite

the good intentions and in spite also of considerable success in the enactment of several
jolnt projects, the Norwalk Agreement is effectively dead for a variety of reasons including

differences in approaches to standard-setting and political pressures on both organisations.as

That said, FASB and IASB continue to operate in essentially very similar ways and with a high

degree of alignment. They share very similar conceptual frameworks, and they also have

essentially similat and equally comprehensive, accounting standards that deal specifically
with a range of accounting topics. ln both cases, these standards are generally applicable,

and not restricted to particular industries; for example, IASB's most recent standard (IFRS

17) addresses insurance contracts (which could in principle be held by any entity) and it is not
concerned directly with the insurance industry itself.

Overall, and whatever the similarities and differences between FASB and IASB, and in the
organisations that oversee and fund them, it is clear that for both

45 http://www.if rs.org/groups/if rs-foundation-monitoring-board/

46 See pp. 4G44 of 'IFRS Foundation Annual Report 2016'for a list of these organisations.
https://wtryw.if rs.org/-/media/feature/about-us/f u nding/annual-report-2016.pdf

47 http://www.fasb.org/intllconvergence-iasb.shtml

48 http://ww2.cfo.com/gaap-if rs/2014/1olsplit-convergence/
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MD&A and Management Commentary

IFRS is 'IFRS Practice Statement: Management Commentary: A framework for presentation'
(Management Commentary). While the purposes of both documents are simrlar -to
give management the opportunrty to put the financial results in the larger context of the
company's strategy and known trends and uncertarntres 'through the eyes of management'

-there is an i en the two.

contrast, the
Management Commentary is a 'Practice Statement'and as such is a voluntary drsclosure,
which is not required for IFRS compliance unless a country requiring IFRS mandates it
(which no country does at present),

The content of the MD&A, as well as monitoring and

enforcement, is the responsibrlity of the SEC's 'Division c)f Corporation Finance (Corporation

Finance),' not FASB. While there have been several updates regarding the content and form
of the MD&A, rt remains pretty much the same document as envrsioned in '19B0,The most
recent interpretive release on the MD&Awas published on December 19,2003.

... MD&A should not be merely a recitation of financial statements in narrative form
ar an otherwrse uninformative series of technical responses to MD&A requirements,
neither of which provides the impartant management perspective called for by MD&A.
lnstead, the release encourages top-level management involvement in the drafting
of MD&A, and provides guidance regarding: overall p'resentation and focus of MD&A
(including through executive-level overviews, a focus on the most important information
and a reduction of duplicative information); emphasis, on analysis of financial information;
known materialtrends and uncertainties; key performance indicators, rncluding non-
financial indicators; liquidity and capital resources; and crittcal accounting estimates.sl

Along similar lines, IASB explains that:

A narrative report that relates to financia! statements that have been prepared in

accordance with IFRS. Management commentary provides users with historical
explanations of the amounts presented in the financtal statements, specifically the
entity's financial position, financial performance and cash flows. lt also provides

commentary on an entity's prospects and other information not presented in
the financial statements. Management commentary also serves as a basis for

49 The SEC's Hegulation S-K requires that certain sustainability-related lnformation be disclosed. lt sets forth the specific
disclosure requirements associated wilh Form 10-K and other SEC+equired filings anC, among other things, requtres that
companies describe known trends, events, and uncertalnlies that are reasonably likely to have material impacts on thelr
financial condit;on or operating performance in the Management Discussion & Analysis of Financial Position and Results of
Operations {MD&A) section of Fotm 10-K or 20-f ln the MD&A section, companies must 'provide investors and other users
with n aterial informatlon that is necessa:'y to ltorml an understanding of the company's financial condiiion and operating
performance, as rnrell as its prospects for the future. Also, under ltem 503(c) oi Regulation S-K, coinpanies are required to
disclose risk {actors - factors that may affect a company's business, operations, industry or financial pos,tion, or its future
f inancial perlormance.

50 See hlips ,(,'/!vr i.sec.gov/rules//rrterpi33-8350.htm for a h;story of the ltlD&A.

51 The re;ease does noi create new legal requirements, nor does it modify existing legal requirements. https://lvrvw.sec.
govr/n er,r.rs/p r=ss/2C03 1 79. l-,tnr.
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understanding managernent's objectives and irs stategies for achieving those
abjectives.s2

The development of the Management Commentary began in 2002 with a project team
involving Germany, New Zealand, the United Kingdom, and Canada and was published on
B December 2010,30 years after the MD&A.53 ln its November 2017 Board meeting, IASB

decided to take on a project to revise and update the Practice Statement.saThis is explicitly

the domain within which IASB is exploring whether and (if so) how to meet investors' needs

for nonfinancial information.

Organisations setting frameworks and standards for nonfinancial information

setting standards or frameworks for nonfinancial information; on the other hand, a range

of mostly commercial organisations, including data vendors, and others providing various

types of sustainability ratings of companies and, more recently. of company portfolios.ss

The first type is of most relevance for this paper. lt can be characterised as comprising:
two organisations focused on nonfinancial standard-setting in general- Global Reporting

lnitiative (GHl) and the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB); one organisation

that is focused on a framework for nonfinancial information in general * the lnternational
lntegrated Reporting Council (llRC); and two organisations focused on frameworks for
climate disclosures - the Climate Disclosure Standards Board (CDSB) and theTask Force on

Financially-related Climate Disclosures (TCFD). An important feature that these organisations

have in common is that they set no national boundaries, as is the case with US GAAP and

IFRS, and instead they all have a global focus.56

The organisatlons that are focused on nonfinancial reporting in general - GRI and SASB * are

quite different from one another in two respects. The first is that, in terms of audience, GRI

is concerned with all stakeholders and SASB with investors, such that GHI's definition of
materiality includes externalities while that for SASB is concerned with investors alone. The

second difference concerns the positioning of reporting, whereby the format for GRI is a

separate sustainability report, while for SASB it takes the form of information that should
be included in the US Form 10-K (and in the equivalent formal filing requirement in other
countries).

GRI is the grandparent of organisations setting standards for nonfinancial information. lt
was started in 1997 as a joint project of the nonprofit Ceres and theTellus lnstitute.sTWhile
it is not a data vendor, GRI has a database of sustainability reports prepared in line with its

52 IFRS Practice Statement 1 (2010). Management Commentary A framework for presentation.

53 See hitps://wv;nr.iaspius.cor/en/standards/o'rl-rer'/managenrent-commentarV#link0 for a history of the Management
Commentary.

54 https:/,/',vww. rf rs.org/iss ued-sta ndards/n"ra nageme nt-co rrn- e n ta ry-practrce-sta iem ent/

55 The CFA lnstitute lists such organisations https:/iwwwcfainstitute.org/ethics/topics/Pages/esg-resources.aspx

56 While some may associate the SustainabilityAccounting Standards Board (SASB) with the US because of its framing

around the 10-K and the Global Reporting lnitiative (GRl) with the rest o'f the world, this is inaccurate.

51 htips:/lwuv'"v. globalrenonirg.orgllnformation/a bou:-g rilPages/oefa ult.agpl
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Protocol and the recommendations of the TCFD, it would fairly straightforward for FASB and

IASB to develop a reporting standard for carbon emissions, and for the experience gained

in developrng such a standard then to be used in guiding future decisions about institutional

structure and organisational responsibility within FAF and the IFRS Foundation.

The market solution

While a regulatory solution implies some sort of conscious political or legislative process, the
alternative would be simply to let market forces work and see what happens.

Such an approach might be desirable for the simple, practical reason that an eff.eeltye

-re_qqlatolv solution mtqht not be possible in thq exislino r.equlAlefyand+oliticalenvilQnment,
Any regulatory attempt might fail, as did the Norwalk Agreement. Perhaps, even worse, it ts

possible that FASB or IASB, or some joint effort, would generate standards that would not

be 'fit for purposeJ For example, they might attempt to be too prescriptive, giving insufficient

regard to materiality, and so creating another version of the 'conflict minerals' problem, or

alternatively they might be so narrow as to be 'tick-the-box' compliance exercises, or so

broad as to be meaningless, From this perspective, even an incomplete and imperfect
market solutton is better than a poor regulatory solution.

Even a 'market' solution requires some form of institutional initiative, however, and the
test here is whether the organisational forces behind a market-based solution would in the

end prove more effective than those of regulation. ln this regard. current practtce suggests

that there are two essential components for the mobilisation of a market voice, the first
being an explicit expression of investor demand, and the second an organisational response

to that demand from (in some combination) NGOs with a remit to develop nonfinancial
reporting frameworks and standards, data vendors finding commercial opportunity in the
area, and corporations, auditors and others working on the development of 'best practice' in
nonfinancial measurement and reporting standards. ln this section, we review each of these
components in turn.

The market force in the market solution is the voice of investors, who are the 'customers' for

the nonfinancial information that companies brrng to the capital market. lnvestors can apply
pressure on their portfolio companies to provide them with the nonfinancial information
they think is important.There is a variety of mechanisms for doing this, including quarterly

calls,'0e the annual general meeting (AGM), individual company meetings, and using
proxy statements to demand a shareholder vote at the AGM.l10This market demand for
nonfinancial information is most effective if asked of the CFO and head of investor relations,

and coming from sector sell-side analysts and buy-side portfolio managers. ln common
practice today, however, most requests for nonfinancial information come from ESG

specialists on both the sell and buy sides, with most responses coming from corresponding
specialists from the companies (for example, from Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)

departments or sustainability managers). Moreover, requests for nonfinancial information are

typically done on an individual basis, albeit by large asset owners, including: pension funds in
the US (such as CaIPERS, CaISTRS, and the NewYork State Common Retirement Fund), the

109 We note that, in practice, nonJinancial information is rarely discussed on these calls.

110 The prom nent examples here are for oil & gas companies. See https://media2.mofo.com/documents/frequenily-asked-
questicns-about-shareholder-proposals-and-prory-access.pdi for a discusslon of how shareholder proposals get put on the
company's proxY staternent.
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Netherlands (APG and PGGM) and Sweden (APl, AP2, AP3, AP4, and APTI', asset managers

such as BlackRock, State Street, and Vanguard, and sovereign wealth f unds such the
Norwegian Norges Bank lnvestment Management. lf enough important investors such as

these are asking often enough for nonfinancial information, then companies will presumably
get the message.Yet, as things stand today, a standard refrain from many companies is that
investors aren't asking for this information, and that this is; why they are not providing it.

Another way for investors to express their demand for nonfinancial information is to
supplement these indivrdual requests with more aggregate ones, such as through different
associations of investors of various kinds. While there are obvious challenges in constituting
such an association, and in agreeing what the priorities shrould be for the group, this
collective voice has the potential to be a powerful one, usually accompanied by a statement
along the lines of 'We investors, representing $X trillion irr assets under management,
respectfully request...'To some extent, this is already haprpenrng today. A strikingly effective
example is that of CDP which (as outlined above) uses a collective investor voice when it
sends out letters to companies asking them to respond tcr its survey. Similarly, SASB has

established an'lnvestorAdvrsory Group (lAG)'comprised of 'leading asset owners and asset
managers who recognise the need for consistent, comparable and reliable disclosure of

material and decision-useful ESG informationillland the llRC has an'<lR> lnvestor Network'
which 'enables investors to provide their perspective on needs and directions in corporate
reporting.'rl2There are a number of other associations of investors which could be mobilised,

such as the Council of lnstrtutronal Investors,rl3 the lnternational Corporate Governance

Network,rla the lnternational Centre for Pension Managenrent,ll5 the Ceres lnvestor Network
on Climate Risk and Sustainability,116 and Principles for Responsible lnvestment.rlT

While this mobilisatron of an investor voice is critical for a market solution, so too is some

form of organisational response from reporting NGOs, data vendors, corporates, auditors

and others. There are many different forms that such a response might take, and perhaps

the spirit of a market solution is to allow practice to emerge, rather than to anticipate

too precisely what the emergent outcome might be. Nevertheless, it can reasonably

be speculated that market forces could result in nonfinanr:ial standards through some

combination of three mechanisms, being NGO consolrdation, data vendor consolidation, and

the 'bottom-up' emergence of best practice. we consider each in turn.

The first mechanism is that the major NGOs working in this domain {e.g., CDSB, GRl,

llRC and SASB) somehow merge together into a single organisation, let's call it 'Global

Nonfrnancial Standard NGO (GNSNGO),' reconciling all of their work into a single set of

standards. While companies might not agree with the standards (they often complain

about accounting standards but have to live with them), they would appreciate the clarity

of having a single set to work with. Companies would like this even more if they no

longer had to respond to all lhe different nonfinancial ratirrgs and rankings organisations. lf

1 1 t http://using. sasb.org/i nvestor-advisory-grou p

112 hftp://integ rated re porti ng. org/resource-type/investors

113 https://ww'vr.cii.org

114 https://wwwrcgn.org

115 http://rcpmnetwork.com

116 https://www.ceres.org/networks/ceres-investor-network

111 https;//www.unpri.org
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there is enough market pressure from investors for companies to report according to the

standards of GNSNGO, then all of the data vendors would simply provide this nonfinancial

information just as they provide financial rnformation today. Data ratings and rankings

organisations would have to incorporate this information in their products and companies

would feel less compelled to provide additional information. lf GNSNGO's standards were

good enough, the major audit firms might even develop the ability to provide positive

assurance on them compared to the negative assurance, at best, that is provided today on

nonf inancial information.

It may, however, be unrealistic to expect the emergence of GNSNGO to happen by virtue

of market forces alone.The proliferatron of NGOs, many at far below any kind of significant

scale, working in the same domain, is a common phenomenon. Experience suggests that

this 'is what it is' and that market forces really don't exist to bring about consolidation for
purposes of greater economic efficiency and effectiveness as happens in the for-profit sector.

Each NGO has its own particular mission, key set of stakeholders (which often overlaps

with those of its 'competrtor' peers) and, perhaps most importantly, its own set of funders.

Whether these f unders are individuals, foundations, or for-profit organisations, they will
enable the NGO to stand on its own for as long as they are willing to contribute funds.

ln this particular case, there are additional, specific reasons not to expect consolidatron.

These include differences in: intended audience forthe nonfinancial information (e.9., GRI

is focused on all stakeholders and the others primanly on shareholders); missron (e.9., the

IIRC is a framework setler and the others are standard setters, although perhaps a merger

between the llRC and one of them could be seen as a form of vertical integration); and

geographical location (GRl inAmsterdam, SASB in San Francisco, and CDSB and llRC in

London), which is an espectally important factor in small organisations, with country-based

differences rn the laws under which they are organised as nonprofits, and very different
funding models, with little overlap in sources of funding.

The second mechanism is that standardisatron might come from consolidation in the data

vendor industry, even while multiple reportrng NGOs continue to exist. While there are still

a large number of ESG data vendors, over the past decade (and as discussed above) there

has been substantial consolidation in this industry with the dominant firms now being ISS-

oekom, MSCI, and Sustainalytics/Morningstar.lrs lf these three firms were to merge and

acquire some of the remaining independent data vendors such as RepRisk andTruValue

Labs, the consolidation would be substantially complete, at least within the US, this entity
might be named 'Sole Global Nonfinancial Data' (SGNFD)'. Even in the absence of antrtrust

issues, however, this consolidation is unlrkely to happen.These three large organisations all

have a wide range of service offerings, wrth data being only one of them, and more important

for some (e.9., Sustainalytics/Morningstar) than the others, Taking control of the market for

nonfinancial information is unlikely to be a compelling economic proposition.The cost of
doing this would be enormous. Either one data set is chosen, thereby rendering worthless
the value implicit in the others, or costs would have to be incurred to create a new data set

that combines the best of all worlds. Even if this were feasible, historical comparability would

be lost, thereby reducing the value of this offering. Finally, as noted above, data and tools are

highly integrated in these organrsations, so all tools would have to be changed to incorporate

the new standardrsed data, which would be an even more expensive undertaking.

'118 Brown andWallace, Op Cit.
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Less dramaticaliy, and again ignoring antitrust issues, an alternative might be that the data
vendors form a trade association that develops an agreed-upon set of standards. As wrth
other industry-based standard setting organisations, conventional wisdom is that having

standards will expand the size of the market. Rather than competing on different approaches

to measuring nonfinancial performance, companies would compete on the cost o{ delivering
information prepared according to these standards and in tools for using the rnformation
based on these standards. This, too, might be unlikely to happen, however, given the
investments these data vendors have made in their own cjata generation methodologies, and
their understandable reluctance to share these methodologies with competitors in a way
that would probably be necessary in a standard-setling pr,rcess.

Finally, an extreme version of the market solution would bre if one of the data vendors
develops such a superior product offering, such as by taking a completely new hightech, big
data approach, that it renders obsolete the work of the NGOs and captures such a dominant
share of the market that it becomes a de facto standard. lf this solution didn't require any
reporting by companies, it would make the regulatory question largely irrelevant. Of course,
other issues would arise if a vendor ended up with something like 80% of the market, which
could lead to a regulatory intervention of different kind.

The third mechanism, and perhaps the most feasible (althr:ugh also most difficult to predict),

would be the 'bottom-up' solution that emerges from the development of best practice.

Many combinations and permutations with different sequences and timings are possible.

One variant would be where, over time, the market 'speaks', and investors indicate a strong
preference for certain measurement approaches over others, which companies then start
to use. lf enough companies start reporting to those consensus measurement approaches,

one or more of the data vendors could develop a product offering around that, perhaps

even replacing their existing offering. A group of investors might then go to a regulatory
body, such as the SEe, and make the argument that it should mandate this standard.The
argument would be that since many (most) companies are already using it, the value has

been shown and there shouldn't be undue complaints from the companies about the cost
of providing this information since they already are. lnveslors will also complarn that the
information is only being provided by companies performing well and that they need credrble
information from all companies.

A second variant is that one of the data vendors revises its product offering based on the
standards of an NGO and it gains a dominant market share since investors prefer it."s lt
would begin by coming up with a proxy for company-reported rnformation, such as through
big data, since it wouldn't have data from the companies it needs. Companies may decide
that they'd rather be in control of the information prepared according to this standard
and start providing it on a voluntary basis, which may also preclude having to continue to
respond to dozens of different ratings. Or perhaps two or all of the big data vendors decrde

one set of NGO standards is betterand then proceed in the same way.The calculus here

would be that data based on a common set of standards'would shift the focus to competing
on perhaps higher margin tools, such that trading away any presumed data advantage

and incurring the cost of revrsing their tools would be worth it. As above, when enough

companies are in support, a cntrcal mass of investors could ask for regulatory intervention to
ensure that they are getting data from all companies.

'119 This already exists {rvithout the dominant market share) with Vigeo-ElRlli and GRl.
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An open question with any market solution is where and how the information would be
provided.There is nothing to preclude companies from placing this information in their
MD&A or Management Commentary. Conversely, since there would be nothing requiring
them to do so, it is likely that they would choose the less onerous and perceived less risky
approach of placing it in a sustainability report or on a sustainability page of their website,
the common practice today. Since there is no standard format for these reports or websites,
it would be difficult for investors to find this information easily compared to, for example,
a 10-K or 20-F. However, this problem could be solved by data vendors whose added value
would be in gathering up nonfinancial information reported according to these standards,
making them easily accessible to investors in a common format, probably along with tools
for analysing this information.
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Appendix - People inrerviewed
We are very grateful to the following individuals, all of whom kindly gave valuable time
and insight in being interviewed for this paper. The list below includes only one job title for
each individual, which may be current or past and is the role most directly associated with
the subject of this paper. No content in the paper is directly attributable to any of these
individuals. All errors or omissions are the responsibility of the paper's authors.

Name

Jane Ambachtsheer

Jonathan Bailey

Many Bauman

Alan Beller

David Blood

Else Bos

Helen Brand

Herman Bril

John Coates

Sue Coffey

Meredith Cross

Jim Doty

Paul Druckman

Michelle Edkins

Cindy Fornelli

Dan Goelzer

Russ Golden

Lois Guthrie

Bob Herz

Keith Higgins

Hans Hoogervorst

Richard Howitt

Gary Kabureck

Judy Kuszewski

Eloy Lindeijer

David Loweth

lan Mackintosh

Callum McCarthy

Tim Mohin

Title

Global Head of Sustainability

Head of ESG lnvesting

Chief Auditor

Director of Corporation Finance

Senior Partner

Executive Director

CEO

Director - Office of lnvestment

Management

Professor of Law and Economics

Executive Vice President

Director of Corporation Finance

Chair

Chair

Global Head, I nvestment Stewardship

Executive Director

General Counsel

Chair

Founding Director

Chair

Director of Corporation Finance

Chair

CEO

Board Member

Chair

Chief lnvestment Management, Member

Executive Committee

Technical Staff

Chair

Chair

CEO

Organisation

BNP Paribas Asset Management

Neuberger Berman

PCAOB

SEC

Generation lnvestment

Management

De Nederlandsche Bank

ACCA

UNJSPF

Harvard Law School

AICPA

SEC

PCAOB

UK Corporate Reporting Council

BlackRock

Center for Audit Ouality

SEC

FASB

CDSB

FASB

SEC

IASB

IIBC

IASB

GSSB

PGGM

IASB

CRD

UK Financial Services Authority

GBI
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Chuck Noski

Matt Orsagh

Vincent Papa

Russell Picot

Harvey Pitt

Terri Polley

Tom Ouaadman

Jean Rogers

Samantha Ross

Lynrr Forester de

Rothschild

Mary Schapiro

Gordon Seymour

Anne Sheehan

Anne Simpson

Paul Simpson

Cristina Tebar-Less

Han van der Hoorn

Elisse Walter

Matthew Welch

Bobert Youngman

Mark Zinkula

Chair

Director of Capital Markets Polrcy

Director of Financial Reporting Policy

Chair

Chair

President/CEO

Executive Vice President

Founder and former CEO

Chief of Staff

CEO

Chair

General Counsel

Director of Corporate Governance

lnvestment Director, Sustainability

CEO

Head, Besponsible Business Conduct Unit

Senior Advisor

Chair

Presrdent

Leader, Green Finance & Investment

CEO

FAF

CFA lnstitute

CFA lnstitute

HSBC Bank (UK) Pens on Scheme

SEC

FAF

US Chamber of Commerce

SASB

PCAOB

Coalition for lnclusive Capltalism

SEC

PCAOB

CaISTRS

CaIPERS

CDP

OECD

PGGM

SEC

SASB Foundation

OECD

Legal & General lM

(Footnotes)

1 Data direct from CDSB, August 2018

2 Dara trom 201f FAF Annual Report

3 Data tram 2011 GRI Annual Report

4 Data trom 2017 IFRS Foundation Annual Report

5 Data direct from llRC, August 2018

6 Data direct from SASB, August 2018

7 Data from fsb-tcfci.org; note thatTCFD is less formally an 'institution'

than ihe other organisations listed in this table.
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